
WHAT MIGHT OTHER MANAGERS LEARN FROM SAP EXPERIENCE IN

GOING GLOBAL

Learn what your small business management needs to consider and in our experience, international expansion can be a
challenge, but Industry-specific factors will make expanding to some countries easier than others.

Companies miss out on new ideas that might have been generated in meetings. What factors and issues go into
a decision to make an overseas acquisition? And any company with a global presence or global aspirations
would be wise to do the same, says HBS professor Tsedal Neeley, to ensure good communication and
collaboration with customers, suppliers, business partners, and other stakeholders. Obstacles to Successful
English-Language Policies To be sure, one-language policies can have repercussions that decrease efficiency.
Finally, are there particular keys to success that are on your mind as you move forward on your global
expansion and acquisition strategy? Why English Only? We have many top-notch Chinese nationals working
in our overseas operationsâ€”people with excellent educational backgrounds and extensive experienceâ€”but
we need to attract more non-nationals to our overseas companies. This one-stop-shopping aspect is a real plus.
In some cases, you are forced to learn as you go. Relevant legal systems are well-established in some countries
but immature in others, with a lot of provisions and regulations that are not adequately defined in the legal
documents. We take an integrated management perspective for critical functions and processes such as
regulations, standards or performance appraisal systems. Learn more Recruiting and Onboarding Hire the right
people and help them succeed. Encourage good study habits. A business never goes global just in the pursuit
of pure profitâ€”there has to be a long-term fit with the overall business development strategy: How might
new markets help grow our business? Our software can help you evaluate staff, access compensation
benchmarking data, manage incentives, and more. The company continues to aggressively seek the best talent
from around the globe. Adopting a global language policy is not easy, and companies invariably stumble along
the way. Managers should encourage people to self-identify as global rather than local employees. Such
feelings are common when companies merely announce the new policy and offer language classes rather than
implement the shift in a systematic way. The British Empire began embedding the English language in many
parts of the world as early as the 16th century. To date, we have not yet acquired any business that has highly
mature management, or management that exceeds our own current capabilities in our domestic business.
Using English as a business language can damage employee morale, create unhealthy divides between native
and nonnative speakers, and decrease the overall productivity of team members. The various legal
environments in different regions also need to be carefully considered. Because a language transformation is a
multiyear process whose complexity far exceeds most other change efforts, it is crucial to maintain employee
buy-in over time. Improving belief in capacity. The media instantly picked up the story, and corporate Japan
reacted with fascination and disdain. Can overseas acquisitions be a way to gain management expertise and
experience to support development of the whole group? Why would you care whether they all could speak
English? The decision is often too subjective and qualitative, and often based on verbal discussions that are
not sufficiently rooted in quantitative analysis. It was a shocking wake-up call, and the company soon adopted
an English corporate language strategy. Rakuten tackled this challenge by instituting an enterprisewide social
network to promote cross-national interactions. Engage new hires before they start and help them hit the
ground running. In this way, companies can improve communication and collaboration. For instance,
managers should correct employees who switch into their mother tongue. Many FrenchCo employees said that
when they felt that their relatively poor language skills could become conspicuous and have career-related
consequences, they simply stopped contributing to common discourse. Job security falters. We need to be
aware of the fact that when we speak of our brand, that concept is important not only to our customers but also
to the experienced managers out there who might be interested in working for China Shenhua. How could an
overseas operation effectively augment our domestic operations? Candidates then need only take a Delta exam
on the new technology. Language differences can cause a bottleneckâ€”a Tower of Babel, as it wereâ€”when
geographically dispersed employees have to work together to meet corporate goals. What kinds of strategic
goals guide your plans as you look to expand your international presence? No prerequisite skills, training or
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other certifications are required for the associate- and professional-level credentials.


